
Xctuality partners with Digital Insights for the build-out of its
metaverse and community

June 1, 2022 — Singapore-based VR/AR metaverse specialist, Xctuality, and Digital Insights

Ventures (Digital Insights), a global leading digital assets consulting firm, today announced a

strategic partnership for the roll-out of Xctuality’s metaverse project, Xctualyfe.

Digital Insights will utilise its expertise to aid Xctuality in the community build-out, commercial

strategy and brand proliferation of its metaverse. In doing so, Digital Insights will also explore

potential collaborations between Xctuality and members of its ecosystem to create new

synergies through the network effect. For the build-out of Xctualyfe’s community of users, Digital

Insights will lay out a tailored framework for the launch of a social token that aligns the interests

of stakeholders on their platform.

“With the Web 3.0 paradigm shift, it is evident that AR/VR metaverse technologies will play a

significant role in shaping future interactions.”, noted DIV Honorary Advisor, Kim Sunghee, “It is

crucial, at this early stage, that emphasis is placed on the community, composed of

stakeholders who will determine the success of the metaverse.”



About Xctuality
Xctuality is a Singapore-based technology company that focuses on Augmented Reality (AR)

and Virtual Reality (VR) toolkits that allow users to craft and build their own VR or AR space.

They have made a conscious move into the metaverse space where they will launch their very

own metaverse called “Xctualyfe“. They have also been selected by the Singapore government

to debut their AR/VR technology for the Singapore National Day celebration.

About Digital Insights
Digital Insights Ventures (Digital Insights) is a thought-leading, global consulting firm in the

digital assets space that provides ethical advice for businesses to embrace, assimilate and

monetize digital assets. Boasting a deep bench of talent comprised of both crypto natives and

traditional domain experts, the team at Digital Insights is led by a core team with a track record

spanning 300 blockchain transactions through the last five years. The advice provided is lensed

through a whole-business perspective where the blockchain solutions are designed to be

symbiotic with clients’ core business model. Digital Insights believes in the importance of both

the traditional equity and digital-token stories. To this end, Digital Insights’ venture arm invests in

select projects and also aids projects in raising any necessary funds, whilst also ensuring that

the sources of such funding have been curated. Digital Insights aims for every project to benefit

the community in some way, including sustainable ESG (environmental, social and governance)

elements to drive projects and providing pro-bono services to select charities and foundations.

In the same spirit of contributing to the community, Digital Insights has also developed a

framework to launch project-centric social tokens, intended to help build out a project’s

community through aligning interests, where the project and its community operate

synergistically.


